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I 1,0 INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes work undertakenby Intermetrics in support of
the JPL Mars Sample Return (MSR) mission feasibilityevaluation. The analysis
has concerned itself with evalua,'ingalternativemethods of recr_erlng a sample
module from a trans-earth traject(bryoriginating in the vicinity of Ma,,s.
The major modes evaluated are:
(I) Direct atmospheric entry from trans-earth trajectory.
(ii) Earth orbit insertion by retro-propulsion.
(iii) Atmospheric braking to a capture nrbit.
In addition,the question of guided vs.unguided entry vehicles has been
considered,as well as alternate methods of recovery after orbit In._ertion
for modes (ii) and (iii).
Chapter 2 presents a summary of results and conclusions reached in s_b-
sequent chapters. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss analytical results for aerodynamic
i' and propulsivemaneuvering vehicles respectively. Chapter 5 discusses system
performance requirements,and Chapter 6 alternatives for inertial systems
implementation. Chapter 8 discusses orbital recovery operat_onsandChapter
9 describes further studies required to resolve the recovery mode issue.
-I-
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I2,0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the data presented in Chapters 5 and 6, all of the candidate
methods appear to be technically feasible. The most severe system performance
requirementsare presented by low-angle, guided entry vehicles, and they apply
primarily to the inertial subsystem initial alignment. Failure to achieve
the required alignment accuracy, or significantdegradation of the inertial
subcomponentswill cause large dispersions in impact point, and possibly
loss of the sample module. Because an unguided vehicle does not depend on
the correct operation of guidance, navigation, and control subsystems, it is
not vulnerable to the class of failure modes arising out of the presence of
such systems. For this reason, unguided aerodynamic vehicles are considered
,I
more reliable than guided, provided they can achieve the mission objectives.
One such unguided vehicle is the high flight path angle, unguided ballistic i
entry body, which is the recommended approach to the minimum sample return mission.
i Any vehicle targeted to enter or fly through any portion of the terrestrial
• atmosphere is vulnerable to on-board or ground system failures which prevent
attainment of the required trajectoryconditions or vehicle flight regime.
If such failures occur prior to the time when the vehicle is first committed
to an atmosphere encounter trajectory, the only result is loss of the sample
module into interplanetaryspace. After committment to such an encounter
trajectory, however, such failures must be considered as equivalent to
compromise of the biologicalintegrityprotocol associated with the recovery
phase. Therefore the optimum recovery mode is considered to be one which does
not require such tarqeting. This implies an earth orbit insetion by retro-
propulsion followedby an orbital reccvery system. It Is suggested here that
remote earth orbital operations, such as retrieval of objects above Space
Shuttle operationalaltitudes, is likely to be a requirement shared by a community
• of users during the IgBO's to Iggo'_ time frame, and that developmentof
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iShuttle compatlble equlpment should be undertaken. It Is further suggested
that return of the sample to a terrestrlal laboratory _an be accompllshed by
use of the Shuttle,provlded that speclal measures are taken to ensure
!ntegrltyof the sample contalner agalnst an entry catastrophe.
Further studles are recommendedto define structural, ther_,alprotectlon,
and weight characterlstlcsof the "mlnimum" sample return module; to evaluate
pre-deplo_nentfallure and trajectory control problems for the m_nlmum mlssion;
to develop earth encounter constralnts for safe earth orbit Injectlons for the
optimium mlsslon; and to assess the size and requirements of the community
interested in remote earth orbltal operations.
_ el3g
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3,0 AERODYNAMICANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
Earth based retrieval of the Mars sample requires dissipation of the high
kinetic energy acquired by the vehicle on the return orbit. A feasible
approach to effecting this deceleration lies in exploiting tlleaerodynamic
forces induced by motion of a vehicle through the Earth's atmosphere.
When ti_evehicle enters the atmosphere, it will experience drag, acting
in direction opposite to the vehicle's motion, and possibly lift, acting
normal to the direction of motion. These two forces, in combinationwith
the Earth's gravitationalattraction, centrifugal force, and the vehicle's
inertia will completely condition the ensuing trajectory.
A vehicle encounteringthe atmospher__&y slic. through it and re-exit
further along the path, or it may fall to the surface in a path wholly
containedwithin the atmosphere. The occurrence of one or the other will
depend on the vehicle's altitude rate at atmosphericencounter and the time
history of _Ititude accelerationas governed _, the radial component of the
resultant of the above four operatina forces on the vehicle.
For the re-exit trajectories,a critical consideration is the magnitude
of the re-exit velocity. If the vehicle exits at hyperbolic speed, it will be
lost into interplanetaryspace; at sub-parabolicexit speeds, the vehicle
will be captured in an elliptic orbit around the earth. !_,Lhe latter case
the vehiclewill re-enter the atmosphere in followingurbital revolutions,
suffering further decelerationand eventQally falling to a landing in the
earth's surface.
The above trajectorycharacteristicsare defined by the vehicle's aero-
dynamic coefficientsand the dynamic conditions at atmosphericencounter. For
-4-
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given vehicle aerodynamiccapabilities, ranges of initial conditions (entry
corridors) can be defined which will yield corresponding terminal conditions:
hyperbolicre-exit, re-exit to captured e'liptical orbit (atmosphericbraking),i
i or direct fall to earth landing (direct entry).
When the returning vehicle encounters the atmosphere at orbital speeds,
a shock wave ,ill form ahead of the vehicle's nose: heating the local
atmospheric section to very high temperatures. As the vehicle plunges deeper
into a denser atmosphere, it will increasinglybe heated by this enveloping
layer, while the speed of the vehicle will continuously be reduced by the
braking actioa of the atmosphere. In this fashion, a portion of the vehicle's
kinetic energy is converted into heat.
The magnitude of the instantaneousdeceleration applied to the vehicle,
and the rate of heat flow to the body represent vehicle design parameters
which must be met to insure vehicle survival during re-entry.
The operating drag decelerationvaries directly with atmospheric
density p and the square of vehicle velocity, v2. As the path penetrates
the atmosphere, the density increases rapidly, while velocity decreases due
to the drag effecc. The combination of these two countervailingeffects
causes a deceleration peak, with subsequent decreasing decelerations.
Heat rates into the vehicle, assuming a blunt nose design, result
primarily from convective and radiative transfers from the shock layer.
The operating rates, analagous to the vehicle deceleration,vary with
atmosphericdensity and vehicle velocity, and exhibit a similar peak in
their time histories. High heat rate trajectoriesare associated with high
peak decelerations;however, the total heat flow into the body throughoutthe
oath tends to be smaller. That is, the high decelerations cause a rapid fall-
off in vehicle velocity, and a consequent rapid reduction in the operating heat
rates. The total heat flow, which reflects mainly this high, but short
duration peak, is normally lower than for paths exhibiting lower peaks which
subsist for longer time periods.
An importantconsideration in the design of any re-entry scheme is the
sensitivityto errors, both in the nominal atmospheric encounter dynamic
conditionsand in the assumed vehicle and environment parameters. It is
-5-
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particularlyso in the case of hyperbolicreturn orbits because of the
narrownessof the potentialentry corridors, and the disastrous consequences
I of exceeding them. That is, on one side, hyperbolic re-exit and loss of the
vehicle is possible;on the other, structural failure or,burn-up of the
vehicle in the atmosphere n_y result. Even if these extremes are avoided,
significantdispersions in the final capture conditions may make eventual
recoveryof the sample difficult, if not impossible.
The above topics are analyzed in the following sections. Section 3.2
discusses the baseline Mars return orbits in terms of their implicationsfor
the atmosphericencounter problem, and identifies the main control parameters
utilized in this study. Backgroundmaterial for this and following sections
_s presented in Appendix A in the form of an analysis of the equations of
motion for a venicle moving within the earth's atmosphere.
Se :ion 3.3 discusses the direct entry capture mode. We first consider
a ball_tic vehicle and evaluate entry corridor, ranging capabilities,
expectec vehicle stresses, and error sensitivities. We then consider the
effect of major modificationsto the vehicle's capabilities, in particular,
the addition of a lifting capability.
Sectien 3.4 considers the atmospheric braking capture mode. A similar
format as the previous section is followed, with discussion of terminal
i conditions, vehicle stresses, and error sensitivitiesfor a ballistic vehicle,and extensions to a lifting vehicle. Finally, we briefly discuss the decay
characteristicsof the established capture orbits.
3.2 Atmospheric EncounterConditions
For a vehicle possessinga stable configurationat zero roll angle all
operating forces (i.e., drag, llft, gravity, centrifugal)are contained in the
plane defined by the vehicle's velocity and pesition-relativeto earth-center
vectors. The integrationof the equations of motion in a wind-relative set
of coordinate axes (see Appendix A) can then proceed from specificationof the
vehicle'searth relative velocity v and flight path angle _ at the atmospheric iT
encounteraltitude h.
-6-
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For the Mars returnhyperbollcorbits,the vehlclevelocltyand associated
flightpathangle,relativeto a non-rotatlngearth,are givenin termsof the
i orbithyperbolicexcessvelocity v® and the vacuumperigeeradiusrp. The
encounterazimuthYI cannotbe so freelyspeclfled,but ratheris constrained
by the posslblecombinationsof entrylatltudeL and orbitalIncllnationI.
The lateris, furthermore,llmltedfrombelowby the declinationof the
hyperbolicasjnnptote.However,the rangeof entryconditionscan be investi-
gatedby arbltrailyassumingvaluesof O" (YI = -gO';I = 0") and 180°
(Yi " gO'; l = 0=) for the inclination.The equationsof motioninvolve,however,
atmosphericalrmassrelatlveparameters,ratherthaninertialquantities.The
two variablesets are relatedthroughCorlollseffects,
v_ = vi- (3-I)
where _ is the earth'sangularvelocityvectorand r isthe vehicleposition
vectorwith respectto the centerof the earth,
SampleMarsreturnorbits,as describedby the hyperbolicexcessvelocity
vectorv_=,are givenin Table 3-I.
Table3-I: MSR SampleOrbits
It
i* Voo(km/sec) k(deg) 6(deg)
l 3.07 200.02 27,13
2 3.24 232.58 -52,45
3 2.82 314.52 -43.44
where k is the rightascensionand 6 the declination.The corresponding
atmosphericencountervelocitiesare givenin Table3-2,
-7-
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Table 3-2: MSRAtmospheric Encounter Velocities
Vi (kms/sec) Vmax(kms/sec)* Vmin(kms/sec)*
1 11.49216 11.7012 11.27927
2 11.53876 11.6823 11.39341
3 11.42793 11.5987 11.25453
I *Note: for Yi : 0
The first column represents encounter velocit es relative to a non-rotatingearth,
the last two atmospheric airmass relative velocities for maximum and minimum
relative speed encounters.
) Thus, expected hyperbolic excess velocity variations do not significantly
) affect the atmosphericencounter speed. On the other hand, velocity dispersions
at Mars departure are capable of producing significant changes in the orbit
perigee altitude, and hence, in the atmospheric encounter flight path angle.
This variable shall therefore constitute the control parameter for the following
investigationsof the atmospheric entry process, and will be utilized as the
basis for definitionof entry corridors for the considered vehicle capture
modes.
The altitude at which aerodynamic flight is initiated is defined to be
that of the outer edge of the earth's feasible atmosphere. This boundary is
selected to be at an altitude above the earth's surface of 121.92 kms
(400,000 ft), at which point the atmospheric density is of the order of
1.87 x lO"8 kgs/m3.
-8-
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" 3.3 DirectEntry
We concerned here with the capture characteristics for direct
are
atmospheric entry of unguided, fixed LID vehicles• As discussed in Section







Section3.3.1evaluatesthe above itemsfor a ballisticvehicle,parameter-
, izedon theatmosphericencounterflightp_thangleand velocity• Section
3.3.2considersthe impactof changesin the vehicle'sballisticcoefficient,
and Section3.3.3discussesthe effectof vehicleliftingcapabilities•
3.3.1 BallisticVehicle
lhe b_selinevehicleis a sphereof 1 meter radius,30 kgs of mass,and
ballisticcoefficientB of .25m2/kg (i.e.,CD = 2.4).
Figure3-I presentsplotsof down-rangein kms versusearthrelative
-9-
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flightpathanglein degrees. Curvesare presentedboth for maximumand
minimumearthrelativevelocityentry.
The plotsare seento risesteeplyas the flightpathangleapproaches
-4°. Thisunboundedrise indicatesthe presenceof the overshootboundary
for the directentrycorridor- thatis, at lower flightpathangles,the
vehicledoes not fallto a landing,but ratherre-exitsfrom the atmosphere.
The overshootboundarylocationis governedessentiallyby the vehicle's
initialaltituderate;therefore,capturefor maximumrelativevelocity
entryis possibleat shallowerencounterflightpathanglesthanfor the
minimumrelativevelocitycase. Table3-3 presentssamplecomparativevalues
of achievabledown-ranges.
The landingfootprint,i.e.,the rangeof reachablelandinglatitudes
and longitudes,is determinedby the downrangeand the atmosphericencounter
latitude,longitudeand azimuth.
, Due to the rotationof the earth,the encounterlongitudeis determined
primarilyby the vehicletimeof arrivalat the encounteraltitude. The
correspondinglatitudeand azimuth,however,cannotbe so freelyspecified.
Specificationof the returnorbitvacuumperigeealtitude(or
equivalently,the encounterinertialflightpathangle)fixesthe angular
deviationbetweenthe encounterradiusand the directionof the hyperbolic
excessvelocityvectorv_=. Referringto Figure3-2,the anglev betweenthe
hyperbola'sasymptoteand the directionof the perigeeradiusis givenby
i- v = cos-l(I/e) (3-2)
where the eccentricitye is definedby
e = ] + rp/a
(3-3)
a = u/v=2
while the polar angle f is given by
-11-




Figure 3-2: Hyperbolic EncounterGeometry ,,
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r
f = cos'l[CCrp/r)(l+e) - 1)/el (3-4) 1
The totalangleQ = f + v is thereforedefinedin termscf v® and rp (oryi)
and is plottedin Figure3-3 versusthe encounterinertialflightpath
anglefor the firstreturnorbitlistedin Table 3-I (i.e.,v== 3.070kms/sec).
The minorv® variationsfor the remainingreturntrajectorieslistedin the
tabledo not materiallychangethe resultingQ angle.
The angleQ definesa coneof positionabout the hyperbolicexcess
) velocityvectordirection,with vertexat the earthcenter. The intersection
of thisconewith the earth-centeredsphereof radiuscorrespondingto the
atmosphericencounteraltitude is a circle,which constitutesthe locusof
atmosphericencounterpointsfor a givenflightpathangleand hyperbolic
_ excessvelocityvector. In addition,all encounterpointsmust be contained
I i withina returnorbitalplane,which also includesthe v= vector. Basedonthesetwo geomet icconsiderations,and ut lizings andardsphe ical
_ trigonometryrelations,theentry latitudeand inertialazimuthcan be shown
' to satisfy
V
_ sinLe = sin_cosQ_+sinQ sin21- sin2_
(3-S)
sinai ='c°si/c°sL e
where6 is the declinationof the v® vectorand i is the inclinationof the
ret_._.norbitalplane.
Notefrom the equationsthat,for inclinationanglessymetric _bout90°
(i.e.,i, 180°-i),the sameentrylatitudebut antisymmetricentryazimuths
are obtained. Furthermore,for any orbitalinclination,two possibleentry
latitudesare obtained,correspondingto oppositedirectionsof motionwithin
the sameorbitalplane.
On theother hand,the motionof the vehiclewithinthe atmosphereis
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_, sin L£ - sinLe cos(R/re) + cosLe sin(R/re)COS
F
where R is the downrange and _ is the earth-relativevelocity-basedazimuthangl .
The band of reachable landing latitudes is then determined by specifica-
tion of_v®, i, and Yi' Figure 3-4 presents plots of landing point latitudes
as a function of flight path angle for various orbital plane inclinations.
The return trajectory represents the first case listed in fable 3-I, i.e.,
v - 3,07 km/sec, _ = 27.13 ° •
QO
In the generation of these curves, the variation of achievable down-
range with entry azimuth for a given flight path angle, was neglected. As
shown in Figure 3-I, this effect is small for all encounter flight path
angles not in the immediate vicinity of the overshoot boundary. In addition,
j the difference between inertial and relative enco_mter azimuth was alsoneglected. Again, this effect is not significant except in the immediate
, vicinity of the overshoot boundary
r i
:: ' Figure 3-5 presents the bounds of reachable latitudes fo_ the two
i remaining return trajectories in Table 3-I, i.e., v - 3.24 km/sec,
i _ = -52.45° and v = 2.82 km/_ec, _ = -43.44°, These bounds were obtained
by solving for the landing point latitude for the 90° inclined orbit.
A characteristicof all direct entry paths considered is that they
consist of a relatively brief period of deceleration followed by a similar
equilibrium descent. That is, following the peak deceleration point, the
vehicle is captured in a vertical air column, and descends in a regime where
the drag _ecelerationis equal and opposite to gravity. The vehicle's
velocity at any point is only a function of altitude, and is independentof
initial encounter conditions.
-16-
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- The vehicle terminal velocity can be explicitly solved for in terms of
s'.rfaceatmospheric density and gravity magnitude, and is
i vf = 7.98 m/sec (3-7)
for the baseline vehicle. Furthermore,since most of the path is comprised
by this equilibrium fall, the time-of-flightfrom atmospheric encounter to i
landing is relatively independentof encounter cnnditions. Sample v_ues of
this parameter are also listed in Table 3-3. _:
Figure 3-6 presents peak g-loading vs. encounter flight path angle
curves for maximum and minimum relative velocity entry. The minimum pc_k
loading for direct ballistic entry is seen to be on the order of 5 g's at
the overshoot boundary, rising to 325 g's for vertical entry.
The maximum peak loading for maximum relative velocity entry does not
occur at the earth relative flight path angle of -go°. Rather, it occurs
at an inertial flight path angle of -90°, which, due to the motion of the
earth, corresponds to a relative angle of about -87.5° The relative angle
of -90° is achieved at a slightly lo_er inertial angle on a positive heading,
which results in partial cancellationof inertial velocity by earth speed,
and therefore,a lower velocity of the vehicle relative to the air mass.
Figure 3-7 presents peak stagnation point heating rates and total heat
load on the vehicle as a function of encounter flight path angle for maximum
and minimum relative velocity entry. As shown, peak heating rates increase
as the flight path angle tends towards -90°; however, as discussed in
Section 3.1, total head loads on the vehicle decrease. The heating rate
curve for maximum relative velocity entry exhibits, similarly to the g-loading
curve, a maximum at an angle offset from -90°, and for the same reasons.
Table 3-3 includes sample values of the above vehicle stress parameters for
various encounter flight path angles.
-Ig-
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Figure 3-7: MaximumHeat Rates, Total Heat Load - Direct Entry
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Figure3-8 and Table3-4 presentdown-rangedispersionsensitivities
to variouserrorsources. Fourdrivingerrorsare considered:
error in assumedencountervelocity
• error in assumedencounterflightpathangle
errorin assumedvehicleballisticcoefficient
errorin ass_aedatmosphericdensityprofile
The providedcurvesrepresentthe maximumrelativevelocityentrycase. The
similarperformancexhibitedin Figures3-I,3-6,and 3-7 by the maximum
and minimumrelativevelocityentriesindicatesthatsimilarqualitative
behavioras shown in Figure3-8 would be expectedfor the unrepresented
cases.
The errorsconsideredrepresentbiaseson the entry parameters.The
ballisticcoefficienterrorreflectsuncertaintiesas to the vehicle's
drag coefficient,referenceareaor mass. The atmosphericdensityerror
representsuncertaintyin the densityprofileof a verticalair column;the
formulatederror is in the formof a percentageof the seasonaldeformation
AP of thisprofile,whichtendsto redistributethe air mass alongthe column.
The generalshapeof all fourcurvesexhibitshighsensitivitiesclose
to the overshootboundary,which rapidlydecayas the encounterflightpath
angle tendsto -90°.
Specificationof the mostcriticalerrorsourcedependsalsoon the
definitionof the levelof expecteddrivingerrors. For normallyexpected
° values,it is clear thatthe encounterflightpathanglerepresentsthe
highestsensitivityerrorsources.
b
P An alternative valuationof thesecurveswould leadto a specification
|








.... _ .......... _____ _.____ .............. .____ ....... . lm,._._. _
= + 2 + (@R/BB)2OB2+ (BR/Bp)2%2
°R2 (BR/Bv)2°v2 (@R/By)2ay (3-8)
Assumingequalweightsfor all error sources,the acceptableuncertainty
levels are given by Ii
_._





Given the down-rangedispersionlevel(aR),thesefunctionscan readlly
be generatedfromthe curvesof Figure3-8.
The figuresand tablespresentedaboveprovidea basis for evaluation
of the viabilityof thedirectballisticatmosphericentrycodefor capture





Figures3-6 and 3-7 allowtranslationof specificationsof acceptable
vehiclestressesintoa rangeof permissiblencounterflightpathangles,
and constrainsthe candidatevaluestowardsthe horizontalor overshoot
boundary. On the otherhand,smallerflightpath anglesimplyhighererror
sensitivities,and hence,higherlandingpointdispersions.For a givenset
of encounterconditionuncertainties,constraintson acceptablelandlng
dispersionswill limitthe rangeof permissible ncounterflightpathangles
frombelow(i.e.,constrainsthemtowardsthe vertical),as shown in
-25-
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./
: Figure 3-8. Finally, the desired vehicle landing footprint must be matched
with the set of reachable landing coordinates,as deduced from the vehicle
ranging capabilitiesexhibited in Figure 3-2. This considerationwill thendefine a third range of acceptable encounter conditions.
The desirable entry path is, therefore, one which is included in the
three entry corridors defined above• If the intersectionof these three
sets is empty, then preservationof the direct entry mode will require at
i least one of the followlng
• modification of vehicle aerodynamic capabilities
• provision of guidance and control capabilities
The first item is discussed in the next two sections• The second is considered
later in Chapter 5.
3.3.2 Ballistic Coefficient Effects
The ballistic vehicle a£_odynamiccharacteristicsare represented by
the ballistic coefficient B. Figure 3-8 exhibits the effect (at least on
down-range)of first order changes in this parameter• However, the strong
non-linear character of the entry dynamics prevents extrapolationof these
results to significant changes in B.
This section considers the impact of significant modifications to this
parameter, resulting from changes in the vehicle drag coefficient, reference
1 area or mass. In particular,we consider a reduction of the ballistic
I coefficient by a factor of four, i.e., a vehicle similar to the baseline but
I with radius of .5 rather than Im. Note that this modification
a m_
implies an attendant reduction in the nose radius RN utilized for heat
transfer computations.
To provide insight into the effect, we exploit the approximate solu-
tions given in Appendix A. We first consider the entry corridor defini-
tion. The direct entry overshoot boundary, for a ballistic vehicle, can be
defined as that value of the encounter flight path angle for which the exit
velocity is equal to the circular orbital velocity, i.e.,
-26-





'_ vE = _ (3-10)
The atmosphericbrakingundershootboundaryflightpathanglecan thenbe
shownto satisfy
(re/hs)(l- cOSYo) = _/gre/Vo - 1 (3-II)
and is independentof the ballisticcoefficient.Therefore,withinthe limits )(
of applicabilityof thisapproximatesolution,changesto the vehicleballistic i
coefficienthaveno impacton the entrycorridordefinition.That this i
)
solutionis not totallysufficientin thisregion,however,is indicated '
by the factthatthe resultantpredictedexit flightpathangle is the i
J
negativeof the entryvaluewhich is clearlynot the case,as the exitangle )
shuuldtendto zero.
To assessthe impactof ballisticcoefficientchangeson peakg-loading
and heatingrates,we can utilizethe approximatesolutionin AppendixA
for ballisticentryat mediumand largeflightpathangles. The peakg-
loading(seeequation(A-24)doesnot containany dependenceon the ballistic
coefficient.The terminalvelocity,and thereforethe impactshock,however,
are affected.To preservethe drag-gravityequilibrium,changesin the
ballisticcoefficientare directlyoffsetby changesin terminalvelocity,




The reduced coefficient vehicle terminal velocity is therefore
vf = _ vfb (3-12)
where the superscriptb indicates values corresponding to the baseline
vehicle.
The peak heating rate is (see equation (A-25)) dependent on the
ballistic coefficient. A change in this parameter causes a corresponding
change in the peak heating rate such that
b
dQc,
(_'JmaxdQc' =VBb RNb/B RN (-_-Imax (3-13)
Thus, in general, the characterof the entry path is relatively
insensitiveto changes in the ballistic coefficient. To verify this assump-
tion, numerical results have been ger_eratedfor the reduced coefficient
vehicle; the down-rangesare plotted for a shortened range of encounter
flight path angles in Figure 3-9, and sample values of trajectory parameters
are listed in Table 3-5 for the max relative velocity entry case. For
comparison purposes, the down-range curve for the baseline vehicle is also
included in the figure.
Comparisonof Tables 3-3 and 3-5 shows, as expected, small changes in
the peak g-load, and approximatedoubling of peak heating rate and total
heat load. Significant increases in the down-range and decreases in the
time of flight relate to the higher vehicle velocity corresponding to any
given value of drag deceleration. The down-range deviations, however,
converge on the baseline vehicle values as the encounter flight path angle
tends towards the vertical.
The similar shape of the down-range curves for the baseline and reduced
ballistic coefficient vehicle imply Chat similar error sensitivitiescan be
expected in the two cases. The major diCference between the two curves
-ZS-
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corresponds to a shift of approximately0.5° in the overshoot boundary of
the applicable entry corridor. l
3.3.3 Lifting Vehicle
The previous section exposed the relative insensitivityof the entry
path to changes in the ballistic coefficient. A modification of the vehicle's
aerodynamiccharacteristicsthat does significantly influence the entry i
trajectory, however, is the provision of a vehicle lift capability•
We consider here vehicle configurationswhich exhibit a constant L/D
ratio in a stable, zero roll attitude, i.e., the lift vector is assumed to be
always contained in the plane defined by the vehicle's position and velocity
vectors, and to be normal to the velocity. The motion is then wholly contained
within the same plane of ballistic entry.
Figure 3-I0 plots downrange vs. encounter flight path angles for
various vehicle L/D ratios. Comparisonof these curves with Figure 3-I
points up two distinct effects of vehicle lift:
The direct entry overshoot boundary is sig,Hficantlyshifted
towards the vertical with increasingL/D
• Downrange sensitivitiesin the neighborhoodof the overshoot
boundaries decrease with increasingL/D, as evidenced by the
slopes of the curves in that region
Figure 3-11 presents peak g-loadingson the vehicle for the same set of
L/D ratios. The slope of the curves tends to decrease slightly with
increasingL/D. A similar effect is evident in the operating heating rates
on the vehicle.
The implicationof the above results in that the addition of lift tends
to desensitize performance in the neighborhoodof the overshoot boundary, in
that, for a specified rangin9 capability, smaller dispersions than for the
ballistic entry case can be expected. Therefore, lifting vehicles will
provide a wider range of permissibleencounter conditions for which
-31-
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Figure3-11: MaximumG-LoadlngFor LiftingVehlcle- DirectEntry
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istics,vehiclestressesand errorsensitivitiesfor the atmosphericbraking
maneuver,i.e.,where the vehicleis passedthroughthe atmosphereto
dissipatepartof its kineticenergy,yet retainssufficientvelocityto
re-exitintoa capturedellipticalorbit. Furthermore,sincethe perigeeof
theestablishedorbit iswithinthe atmosphere,the vehiclewill (in the
absenceof a velocityincrement)re-enterin subsequentresolutions,gradually
dissipatingmoreenergyuntil it undergoesdirectentryand lands. The
gradualnatureof the energydissipationimplieslowerpeak g-loadingsand
heatingrates,so thatthiscapturemode representsa conceptuallyattractive
methodfroma vehiclestressviewpoint.
b Section3.4.1considersthe pathcharacteristicsfor a ballistic,





The entrycorridoris limitedfrombelowby theconditionof vehicle
re-exitat stillhyperbolicvelocity,and consequentlossof the sample,and
fromabove,by directentryto a landing. The entrycorridoris thengiven
by thatrangeof encounter flightpathenglessuchthatthe exit velocity




to be onlyon the orderof 0.8° wide. Figure3-13presentsthe corresponding
exitinertialflightpathangl_.
The two exitparametersdeterminethe natureof the resultingorbits.
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- The corresponding perigee and apogee altitudes are given in Figure 3-14 as
a function of the encounter flight path angle for the maximum relative
velocity encounter case. A|so included in the figure is the resulting orbital
period, as given by
P = 2_a_/'_
(3-141
a = (rp + ra)/2
Table 3-6 presents sample values of peak g-loading, peak heating rate and
total heat load encounteredwithin the corridor for the maximum relative
velocity encounter case.
Since the vehicle exits the atmosphere in an elliptical orbit with
perigee within the atmosphere, it will re-enter on subsequent revolutions.
Furthermore, the inertial re-encounterconditions are fixed by the previous





L Yentry = "Yexit
Subsequent passes through the atmosphere result in either a direct entry to
landing, or a reshaping of the orbit in terms of a reduction in the perigee
and apogee altitudes. Figure 3-15 presents the changes in perigee and apogee
altitudes of subsequentrevolutions relative to the parameters of the
initial orbit, as a function of the initial encounter flight path angle.
Figure 3-12 exhibits the narrowness of the entry corridor and steepness ,_
of ex,c velocity vs. encounter flight path angle curves. It may be expected
from this, that high error sensitivitieswill be encountered for this
maneuver. Figure 3-16 presewts the error partial_ of exit velocity to errors
in initial encounter velocity and fligh_ path angle, vehicle ballistic
coefficient and atmosphericdensity. Figure 3-17 presents the corresponding
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partials for the exit flight path angle. Sample values are given in
/ Table 3-7.
L
The captur_ mode is thus seen to be categorized by high error sensitivi-
ties, and the attendant requirement for accurate control of encounter conditions
(in the absence ofonboardpath control capability) to avoid uncontrolledd rect entry of the vehicle. This considerationwould ten to constrain
the entry cnrridor towards the overshoot boundary. Note, furthermore, that
the error sensitivitiesaccumulate over subsequent passes (in the absence of
correction maneuvers), causing large uncertaintiesas to the eventual
terminal (landing)conditions.
3.4.2 Ballistic Coefficient Effects
Figure 3-18 presents exit velocity as a function of the encounter
flight path angle for the reduced ballistic coefficient vehicle, for maximum
relative velocity encounter. For comparison purposes, the corresponding
curve for the baseline vehicle is also included.
Comparison of these two curves indicates that modification of the
vehicle ballistic coefficient simply shifts the range of acceptable
encounter conditions, but neither widens the corridor nor reduces the error
sensitivitieswithin it.
3.4.3 Liftin9 Vehicles
The addition of a lifting clpability, however, does significantly
i modify the capture performance. This is illustratedin Figure 3-19, which
presents exit velocity as a function of encounter flight path angle for
1 various vehicle L/_ ratios. Comparison of these curves to Figure 3-12
i clearly exhibits the widening of the entry corridor and attendant reductionof error sensitivitywith increasing L/D.
It should be noted that, for a lifting vehicle, it is possible for
i
atmospheric exits to occur at less than circular velocity; the vehicle,
however, will re-enter the atmosphere less than half a revolution from the
exit point.
Finally, Figul'e3-20 presents the exit inertial flight path angle _or
the same set of vehicle L/D ratios.
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In this section we consider vehicles with a propulsive maneuvering
capability. Two cases of application of this capability are analyzed:
i) Establishmentof initial capture orbit through thrust decelera-
tion of the returning vehicle on _n hyperbolic orbit.
ii) Perigeemodificationsof initial orbit established either
through thrust deceleration or atmospheric braking.
The first maneuver can be used to park the returning vehicle in an orbit
about the earth without incurringthe high sensitivitiesencountered in
Section 3.4 for atmospheric braking. Furthermore, the resulting orbit is
stable since the resulting perigee is not forced to be within the atmosphere.
Following this initial capture, the vehicle's kinetic energy can be
fissipated by lowering the perigee into the earth's atmosphere. Proper
placing of the perigee altitude allows establishmentof a controlled rate
of orbital decay to a set of conditions from which either direct atmospheric
entry in a more benign environmentor orbital recovery by a space transpor-
tation system (i.e., Space Shuttle) can be effected.
This second maneuver can also be applied to rectify the orbit resulting
from an atmosphericbraking pass. In this case, however,orbital decay
control may require either lifting or lowering of the orbit's perigee.
4.2 Thrust Braking
We coI,siderthrust impulses applied at the hyperbolic perigee in
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/direction opposite to the veloct_ vector at that point. The impulsive
ve|ocity changerequired to place the vehicle on an elltptic orbit of
eccentricity e ts given by
Av" V21J/rp + v®2 V u(l+e)/rp (4-1)
The apogeeradiusof the resultingorbit is then
ra • rp(l+ e)/(l- e) (4-2)
i Figure4-I presentsthe resultingapogeealtitudesabove theearth as a
function of the applied velocity change for two values of perigee altitude:
hp - 150 kmsand hp - 1000 kms,
I , corresponding period given by !
The orbital is
i
, P " 2_ i
(4-3)
a - (rp + ra)/2
and is plottedvs. the apogeealtitudefor the two valuesof perigeealti-P
tude in Figure4-2.
It is thereforeapparentthatmodestthrustingmaneuvers
(Av - 600 - I000m/sec)are sufficientto capturethe vehicleintoearth
i orbit. Recoverywith spacetransportationsystems,suchas the Shuttle,however,would equiresignificantfurtherreductionsin periq evelocity,
or, equivalently,significantreductionsin orbitapogeealtitude.
4.2 P.erileeModificationManeuvers
The additionalrequireddecelerationmay be achieved,at modestcost,
by loweringthe orbitalperigeeIntothe atmosphereand exploitingthe
resultingdrag force. Once the desiredvehiclestate Is obtained,Shuttle
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recovery may be effected, or the perigee may be raised to place the vehicle
into a stable, but lower energy orbit. Alternatively,the vehicle My be
allowed to decelerate to the point where encounter with the abnosphere will
cause it to undergo direct entry and landing.
A similar scenario can be visualized for the atmospheric braking
capture mode analyzed in Section 3.4. Following the initial pass through
the atnx)sphere,a perigee rectification thrust maneuver could be applied to
either raise the perigee out of the atmosphere to yield a stable orbit, or
simply place the perigee at such an altitude that a controlled amount of
decelerationwill be effected during the next atmospheric pass.
In either case, application of the velocity change impulse at apogee is
assumed. For small applied impulses, the resultant cr.angein perigee alti-
tude is given by
_hp = (2PI_)_rplr a Av (4-4)
The change in perigee altitude due to a unit velocity impulse Av is plotted
in Figure 4-3 versus the orbit apogee altitude for two values of perigee
altitude.
4.s o,-bita]PS]£
Given that the orbit's perigee is within the atmosphere, the vehicle
will experience a period of deceleration in each revolution. The resulting
velocity change can be approximatelyconsidered as a tangential velocity
impulse applied at perigee. Its major effect, therefore,will be a reduction
in apogee altitude, given, analogously to Equation (4-4), by
3ha : (2P/n)Vra/r p Av (4-5)
In actuality, a reduction in perigee altitude will also result, but
this effect will be minor except in the inwnediatevic_r:ty of the a_spheric
braking corridor undershoot boundary. This fact was illustrated in Figure
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7 3-15of Section3.4.1,which presentedthe decayin perigeealtitudefor the
_ atmosphericbrakingmaneuverresultingorbits.
Figure4-4 presentsthe apogeealtitudedecayover severalrevolutions
for an initialapogeealtitudeof 31245.3kms,and parameterizedovervarious
perigeealtitudes. It can be seenfrom the figurethat,given properperigee _
placing,reasonablystabledecay ratesof apogeeare achievablewhichallow
maintenanceof orbitalflightover severalrevolutions. _
Note,however,thatthe apogeealtitudechangeis directlyproportional
to the applieddeceleration.For highlyeccentricorbits,Equation(4-5)
can be approximatelyrewrittenas _
!!
Aha ~ 2 rpAv/va (4-6) _,
whereva is the velocityat apogee. On the other hand,as shownin Section
3.4,the applieddecelerationis highlysensitiveto the atmospheric
encounterflightpathangle.
The encounterflightpathanglefor highlyeccentricorbitsis defined
by the perigeealtitude. For a parabolicapproach,the encounterflight
pathangleerror is givenby
I 6y = -6rp/2V rp(rat" rp) (4-7)
, where rat is the atmosphericedge radius.
i The sensitivityof apogeealtitudedecay to errorsin the locationof
perigeecan thenbe approximatelyexpressed,fo:_ highlyeccentricorbits,
as
= va a-X')= " V'a rp
Neglectingthe variationsof (@(Av)./ay)with smallchangesin
encountervelocityallowsusingthe curvesof Figure3-12to representthis
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Figure4-4: ApogeeDecayfor MultlpleAtmosphericPasses
- parameter.Utilizingthe additionalapproximations : i
Va2 = 2u rp/ra2 (4-9)
Equation (4-8) is rewritten as
Ji
@(_ha) ra _ (4-10) ;
By _ 7
@rp V2_(rat - rp)
/




The generatedsensitivitycurve is only trulyapplicablefor approxi- _i
matelyparabol_corbits. A morecompleteanalysisof tl,eseffectswould !
require generation of velocity change sensitivity curve_ of the fo_of
Figure3-12 for the rangeof possibleencountervelocities.Thiseffort




Chapters 3 and 4 analyzed three distinct MSR capture and recovery
methods: direct entry, atmospheric braking, and thrust deceleration. Each
of these methods presents requirementson system capabilities in order to
meet constrainedenvelopes of desired terminal co,ditions.
Interactionsof the vehicle with the earth's atmosphere were seen to be
, characterized by high error sensitivities,unless substantial vehicle
stresses, in the form of structural loading and heating rates, could be
endured. Thus, restrictionson allowable landing dispersions, or on
acceptable atmospheric re-exit conditions, will generally require the
provision of a guidance and control capability to maneuver the vehicle
towards the desired terminal condition envelope.
On the other hand, vehicle maneuvers involved in the thrust deceleration
I capture mode, or for orbit rectification following the initial atmospheric
braking pass, imply the provision of an impulsive capability to effect the
velocity changes required, and of some means to control their direction
and magnitude.
This chapter analyzes these system requirements. Sections 5.1, 5.2, and
5.3 discuss guidance and control requirementsfor atmospheric deceleration
modes, while Section 5.4 discusses thrusting maneuver requirements.
5.l Guidance Baseline
We are concerned with controlling terminal conditions in the form of
down-range for the direct entry mode and of exit velocity and flight path
angle for the atmospheric braking maneuver. It should be noted that the






trajectory parameters (s_ch as vehicle stresses); however, these considera-
tions are not a subject of this discussion.
The available control force is assumed to be aerodynamic, i.e., lift.
The control parameter is then the ma_,_itudeof the lift vector component in
the up direction (e.go, fixed L/D vehicle with roll control ef Apollo).
The two considerationsof primary interest in specificationof system
requirementsfor support of atmospheric interface capture modes, are
control envelope
• ii
• mean-square terminal error
The first consideration assumes perfect knowledge of the state of the vehicle
and perfect derivation of control commands, and is concerned with specifying
the control capability, in the form of a minimum vehicle L/D ratio, required
to i) reach desired terminal conditions from constrained initial states,
and ii) compensate for uncertainties in initial conditions and disturbances
along the path.
L Thus, the provision of a control capabilitymay allow the specification
of a common landing site for the whole family of expected MSR return
trajectories,which might not b,,reachable through ballistic direct entries
_ due to constraints on return orbit inclination and allowable vehicle
i_ stresses (see Section 3.3).
On the other hand, the atmospheric encounter process was seen to be
characterizedby high error sensitivities. Chapter 3 indicated that the
primary error source in this process is uncertaintyas to the atmospheric
encounter flight path angle• The provision of a control capability thus
conceptually permits compensation of a range of these errors by steering
I the vehicle to the desired terminal conditions from the offset initial
I
state.
The second consideration establishes the accuracy of the guidance and
control system required to determine Jeviations from the nominal path and
to ge_leratecorrective actions• In the presence of uncertainty, it is
not possible, in general, to meet desired terminal conditions with zero
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- error. Instead,we are forced to consider minimization of terminal errors
in a statisticalor mean-squared sense.
The certainty-equivalenceprinciple or separation theorem of optimal
control indicates that the covariance of terminal errors is equal to the
sum of th_ estimation error covariance and the control error covariance.
Given that the covariancematrices are positive semidefinite, it is clear
that mean-square terminal errors can never be made smaller than the mean-
square errors in estimating them, regardless of the control logic used.
We will then assume that the optimal control shall be utilized, and will
concentrateon the accuracy requirementsof the estimator.
During the atmospheric trajectory, a plasma sheath will form around
the vehlcle, blacking out all external communications. The navigatio_ sensors
utilized for estimation of trajectorydeviations must therefore be self-
contained to the vehicle. A standard sensor for thls application is an inertial
navigation system (INS).
We are therefore concerned with terminal condition estimation errors
of the INS resulting from initial errors at atmospheric encounter (i.e.,
alignment) and instrument (i.e., gyro, accelerometer)errors which disturb
the propagationof the estimated state along the path.
5.2 Direct Entry
We determine the set of reachable states, for given encounter cundi-
tions, by considering the ran§= of terminal conditions between those
achieved by full-up and full-down control. Figure 3-I presented resultant
down-rangesfor a ballistic vehicle as a function of encounter flight
path angle, and Figures 3-3 and 3-4 translated these into achievable landing
latitudes. Figure 3-I0, on the other hand, presented these down-ranges for
fixed L/D vehicles will full-up lift. A new set of landing latitudes could
then be similarly obtained. Furthermore,a third family of curves could be
generated under the assumption of full-down lift, with a correspondingset
of landing latitudes. The range of la_ding latitudes, for a given encounter
flight path angle and orbital inclination,represents the set of reachable
%npact latitudes for the selected vehicle L/D ratio.
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./ From Figures 3-I and 3-10 it is clear that a broad set of controllable
errors exists for minimum lift capabilities. For example, assume a nominal
trajectorywith encounter flight path angle of -7.5° at maximum relative
velocity entry. The resultant down-range is 548 kms. At full-up lift,
this down-range is achieved with an encounter flight path angle of -9° for
L/D = .l and -If.5° for L/D = .2. Therefore, encounter flight path angles
uncertaintiesof 1.5° for L/D= .l and 4° for L/D = .2 are controllablewith
up lift.
Evaluationof INS terminal condition estimation error sensitivities
requires selectionof a nominal trajectory, since some of the involved
error sources are dynamic. The selected nominal corresponds to maximum
relative velocity entry of baseline ballistic vehicle at an encounter flight
path angle of -7.5°. Characteristicsof this entry path were given in
Table 3-3.
The results presented here have been generated utilizing a space-stable
INS mechanizationmodel, so no sensitivitiesto gyro torquer scale factors,
or gyro misalignmentswill be presented. Furthermore,to obviate the impli-
cations of relative alignment of instrument axes with the operating drag
force, the results are presented for general types of error sources, rather
than for individualcomponents.
Table 5-I p_esents down- and cross-range terminal e,'rorsresulting
from unity INS error sources, including initial alignment errors,
accelerometer biases, scale factors and misalignments,and gyro biases and
g-ser:itivedrifts. The presented values thus reflect individual error
source influence functions onto the INS estimated terminal state. In
addition, given the short time of flight intervals relative to the Schuler
period, it can be expected that initial position errors translate directly
into correspondingterminal errors, and that initial velocity errors integrate
in similar open loop fashion.
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It was indicated in Chapter 3 that these direct entry trajectoriesconsist i(i
of a short high-decelerationsegment and a longer equilibrium fall. For
passive, aerodynamicallycontrolled vehicles (e.g., fixed L/D), most of the 1
control capability is concentratedin the initial high decelerationsegment,
I with little control force available during the longer equilibrium regime. An
alternate view of the control problem Is then that of matchln9 a desired
set of equilibrium fall insertion conditions_inwhich case INS estimation I
L
errors accumulatingafter this point cannot significantly influence the 1
eventual terminal conditions. The parameters of interest are then estimation I
errors at the end of the high decelerationsegment. :
I
These influencefunctions are presented in Table 5-2. Down- and cross-range 1




The set of reachable states for this mode is determined by considera-
tion of Figures 3-12, 3-1g, and 3-13 and 3-20, Generation of a third family ;!
of curves reflecting the application of full-down control then allows
determinationof the range of exit velocities and flight path angles reachable
from a given encounter flight path angle.
Similarly, the range of controllableerrors is evident from these
curves. For example, consider a maximum relative velocity encounter at a
flight path angle of -3,7°. The resulting exit velocity is then 10 kms/sec.
Alternately, this exit velocity is achievablewith an encounter flight path
ang)e of -3.85° for L/D = .l; -4° for L/D = .2, and -4.15° for L/D - .3. The
range of controllableerrors (for up lift) is then .15° for L/D = .l; .3° for
LID = ._; and ,45° for L/D = ,3,
The evaluation of INS estimation accuracy has been carried out for a
nominal trajectorycorresponding to maximum relative velocity encounter of
the baseline ballistic vehicle at an encounter flight path angle of -3,65°,
The INS model again represents a space stable mechanization.
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Table 5-3 presents influence functions of INS initial alignment error
and instrument errors on exit velocity and flight path angle. Note that,
due to the short duration of this path, gyro error effects are negligible,
as they do not integrate into significant platform misalignments unless
extraordinarilylarge error coefficientsare assumed (>> l°/hr). Therefore,
they are excluded from the table.
In addition to th_ presented sensitivities,it can be expected that
initial position and velocity errors will directly translate into terminal
flight path angle and velocity estimation errors.
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6,0 INERTIAL SUBSYSTEM _!ECHANIZATIONS
In order to perform guided propulsion or aerodynamic maneuvers, it is i
necessary to determine and maintain an estimate of vehicle attitude, and
i possibly specific force, depending on the type of guidance. In this chapter !
i some specific hardware alternativeswill be described, along with their imple- !
mentation characteristics as regards complexity and reliability.
6.1 Strapdown vs. Gimballe('
6.l.l Gimballed Inertial Subsystems
This type of implementationconsists of a gimballed stable member, upon
which are mounted gyro torque sensors and accelerometers. Once the inertial
orientation has been determined, it is possible to maintain this estimate
without the explicit interventionof attitude computations or other data
processing functions;attitude excursionswhich result in torques applied to the
stable member are sensed by the gyros, and counter torque comands are fed
back to motors mow_ted on the gimbal axes. As the gyro input axes can be used
to define an inertial coordinate system, output from co-aligned accelerometers
can be used directly to integrate a state vector maintained in this frame.
6.1.2 Strapdown Inertial Subsystems
In this type of system, the input axes of the gyro and accelerometers
have a fixed orientationwith respect to the vehicle body axes. Given an
initial estimate of body attitude with respect to some inertial frame, the
changes in vehicle orientation are incrementallysensed and used to integrate
the body-to-lnertialtransformationmatrix. This matrix is then used to
periodically convert accelerometermeasurements to the reference navigation
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coordinate system. Generally speaking the strapdown system offers less
mechanical complexityat the cost of additional processing to utilize the
outputs, i_
6.2 Gyro Types: Floated vs Dy_
i The floated gyro was the first of the two designs to reach maturity. A .i
great deal of research and design effort went into the development of this
concept during the 1940's, 50's and 60's. Many different gyro designs using
this concept have been built and used over the years. Some further improve-
ments in performancemay still occur, but most R&D effort in tileindustry has
now switched to the dry gyro.
Gimballed systems employing dry gyros became operational in the early
60's and satisfactoryperformance in strapdown applications has only been
achieved in the last 5 years. The design is now relativelymature, although _ i
some performanceimprovementscan still be expected in the next few years. _ _]
For critical applications,a properly designed floated gyro can still
give better inertial performance than can a dry gyro. Where the dry gyro _
system can _ive satisfactoryperformance,however it is generally preferred
since the dry gyro is a less delicate and less expensive instrument, and
usually results in a physically s_nallerand lighter system. In addition, since
the dry 9yro is a two axis instrument,while the floated gyro is a single
axis instrument,the parts count will be reduced and/or the level of redundancy
on the system increased,both of which have a favorable effect on the pro-
bability of successfullycompleting the mission.
6.3 Gimballed System Naviation Performance
This paragraph discusse£ what appear to be achievable performance levels
for a gimballed dry gyro system; we then apply the sensitivities derived in
Tables 5-I and 5-3 to obtain estimates of the final errors for both direct
entry and atmospheric breaking. It will be assumed that the system tas a three
axis gimbal set wlth one-speed resolver readouts on each axis, A four g_mbal
system would be more general, but it Is felt that a three glmbal mechanization
will not impose significant constraintson the current mission. The results
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of these calculationsare shown in Table A for direct entry and T_ble B
for Atmospheric Braking,
6.3.1 Discussionof Error Sources
Examinationof Tables A and B shows that in both cases, the error source
which dominates the terminal errors is the initial stable member misalignment.
This deserves some comment.
In order to align an inertial system, it Is necessary to determine the
orientation of the stable member with respect to the fixed stars, or equivalently,
with the coordinate system of the earth plus a knowledge of time. For the
assumed IMU in the MSR vehicle, this is _ccompllshed by using a star sensor
or similar device to establish the direction of two or more stars with respect
to the vehicle. These directions are then transferredto the stable member
coordinatessystem using the glmbal angl_ readouts, in this case, the one-
speed resolvers.
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/A resolver is an electromechanica_device and is subject to many random
_nd non-random errors. In the case of one-speed resolvers suitable for use
on a small platform, these error sources will total 2 tQ 3 minutes oF
arc, lo. In addition, the resolver outputs must be converted to digital
form for use in the navigation computer, thereby creating additional error
sources, including the quantization error of the resolver to digital converter.
This resolver plus converter error is the principal cause of the initial
misalignment in our assumed system.
It should be noted that earth based systems (aircraft, shipborn, etc) are
not subject to this error source. These systems are normally aligned by
gyrocompassing,which uses the gyros and accelerometerson the stable member
to determine the plane which includes both the earth's gravitation vectorI
at the location in question and the earth's angular rotation vector. The
line in that plane which is perpendicular to the gravitation vector is taken
I to be the North-Southdirection. This alignment is accomplishedwithoutany need to transfer direction information through the gimbals.
The Droblem of in-space alignment of gimballed inertial platforms has
been attacked many times. In both the Apollo and the Space Shuttle manned
space systems, multi-speed--esolverswere added to all of the gimbal axes.
This adds considerablecomplexity to the gimbal structure and to the resolver-
r to-digital converter. Other possibilitiesalso exist, such ast l) substituting
i. a different,more accurate gimbal angle readout, 2) transfer the alignment
I informationdirectly to the platform optically, bypassing the gimbals, or 3)
somehow mount the star sensors inside the gimbals on the stable member.
None of these solutions appear viable, and all would certainly be expensive.
6.4 Strapdown SystemNavigation Performance
With a strapdown system, the gimba';sand resolvers are eliminated, along
with the error contribution from the resolvers. There are other error sources,
however, which contribute to theactual misalignment, including some which are
not present in gimballed systems. One of these new error sources is the gyro
torquer scale factor error.
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In a strapdown system, the gyro must follow the motions of the vehicle.
This is accomplishedby closed loop torquing the gyro to null the error
output, and sending the gyro torquing information to the digital computer,
which integratesthe incremental torquing information to keep trdck of the
attitutde of the vehicle. The difference between the angular rate actually
produced by the gyro torquing system and the angular rate used by the computer
to keep track of vehicle attitude is the torquer scale factor error. This
error contributes to the error in knowledge of the true vehicle attitude as an
open loop integration,proportionalto the total angle through which the
vehicle rotates. Furthermore,the error terms for torquing of a gyro in
opposite directionsare in general not identicaland in some implementations
are substantiallyuncorrelated,so that oscillatory rotational motion of the
vehicle leads to a growing error, not a cancellationof the error.
A reasonablevalue for the gyro torquer scale factor error in the type
of system we are discussing is 75 ppm, l,_. Exactly how this will c,uple into
the errors in initial alignment and navigation performance during entry is
difficult to predict until a specific operating scenario is available, but it
is worth noting that this error will cause a .47 mr (I.61 mln) error after a
2_. radian rotation of the vehicle.
Other error sources which contribute to initial misalignmentof the
strapdown navigation system are mounting and machining _.rrorsbetween the
navigation system base and the star sensors, errors in the star sensor itself,
and gyro drift between the time of alignment and arrival at the beginning of
the entry maneuver.
In cGnnection with the last mentioned error, it should be noted that
0.015 deg/hr gyro bias rate assumed for the gimballed system , the alignment
of the system deteriorates from this cause alone at 0.26 mr/hr (0.9m_n/hr).
On the other hand, with a strapdown system, it should be possible in a reason-
able length of time to calibrate the gyro blas during the alignment process
to a value of .003 deg/hr or better.
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)For a p,_operlydesigned alignment procedure, a value of .29 mr (l.O min)
le for the initial alignment of the system at entry interface appears reasonable.
Using this value, the navigation performance of the system for the direct entry
and atmospheric braking cases are shown in Tables C and D.
From these tables, we see that the initial misalignment is still the
dominant error source for both down range and cross track errors for direct
entry and fer the flight path angle error with atmospheric braking, and that
the RSS erro" estimates have been reduced almost in proportion to the re-
duction in alignmenterror. For the exit velocity error in the atmospher;cbraking case, the misalignment is no longer the dominant error source listed.
6.5 Operatin_ Life and MTBF Estimates
For both the gimballed and the strapdown versions of the INS, operating
lifetimes of 30,000 to 50,000 hours should be attainable. This should be
adequate for the intended mission unless it is anticipated that the system
will be left powered up continuously. Mechanical wear in the gyro bearings
is usually the limiting factor in operating life.
For a basic, non-redundant,three axis inertial system, the MTBF will
typically be in the range of 3000 to 5000 hours, for both gimballed and
strapdown systems. The gimballed system has more electromechanicalcomponents
such as torque motors, sliprings and resolvers, than the strapdown system, but
the gyros of the strapdown system are subjected to a more severe environment,
and the gyro torquer lectronics are more complicated and operate at higher
power levels. The differences essentially balance out.
If the MTBF value quoted above does not produce a high enough probability
of mission success, one way to increase this probability of succes.sis to add
redundant components to the system such that the mission can still be completed
with one or more failed components. This is another area in which the strap-
down design has advantages over the gimballed design.
I -?4-
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With gimballedsystems, the only practical way to obtain significant
redundancy is to completely duplicate the platform, inertial components and
gimbal systems, however many times are required to obtain the desired level
of redundancy. This is expensive in terms of both weight and power consumption
especially since each additional system only adds one more level of failure
tolerance. In other words, if the z gyro fails on one platform and the x
accelerometer fails on another, both platforms are essentially out of
operation.
With a strapdown system, effective redundancy can be added in much
sm_ller increments. The stable member (navigationbase) of a strapdown system
is essentially a passive block of machined metal which has an extremely low
probabilityof failure. A single, non-redundant,such navigatiun base can
be used on the vehicle without significantly effecting the probabilityof
mission success and furthermore,this base can easily be made large enough
to accemodate redundant inertial components. By doing this, the loss of
one of two redundant z gyro axes and o:,eof two redundant x accelerometer axes
will not put the system out of operation.
Another design feature which can effectively increase the redundancy level
of a system without significantly increasing the weight or power is to mount
the inertial componentswith their input axes at skewed angles rather than
parallel and perpendicularto each other. By doing this, one component can
effectively (with some degredation in performance)act as a redundantcomponent
for more than one other component. This is an area which has received con-
siderable study, both theoretical and practical, but not all of this work is
applicable to the current c_rcumstance since much of it involved use of
single input axis instrumentsrather than two input axis instruments. Several
systems using these principals have been built and flown in space applications
with good success.
This is an area which should receive additional study directed towards the
particular current application. This is particularlytrue because with re-
dundant hardware the simple wlue of a Mean Time To Failure is not a proper
indicationof the probabilityof successful completion of the mission. Instead,
this probabilityis a more complicated function of the actual duration of the
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mission, and the failure rates and levels of redundancy of each component.
6.6 Weight and Power Estimates
In this paragraph,estimates of the weight and power consumption of a
gimballed and a strapdown inertial system are presented. The gimballed system
Is a non-redundant,three axis dry gyro system, and the strapdown system has
a moderate level of redunancy,with three, two-axis dry gyros, either skewed or
orthogonal-colinearand 4 or 6 single axis accelerometers,again either skewed
or orthooonal-colinear. In each case, all supporting electronics including
power supplies and power conditioning for operation from 2BV DC source is
included.
It turns out that the estimates for these systems, to within the accuracy
that is possible at this time, are the same. Both systems, built with
"conventional"space technology (aluminum structure, cold plate cooling, etc)
and includinga digital computer for the navigation calculations,will weigh
between 20 and 25 kg and require 75 to lO0 watts while operatih_. If another
computer is available on the vehicle so that the navigation cemputer can be
eliminated from the inertial system, a savings of 3 to 5 kg and 20 to 25 watts
will be possible although there may be an offsetting increase in computer
resource )'equirements.
By changing to a more "exotic" design(Berylliumstructure, special hybrid
electronics,special low powerconsumptioncircuits, etc) it may be possible
to get the navigation system without a computer down to 12 to 15 k3 and the
power consumption down to 35 to 50 watts when operating. There is, however,
considerableadditional design cost and some technical risk involved in this
approach.
With reasonablecare in the design of the thermal environment in the
vehicle, it should be possible to avoid the need to use heaters on the gyros
when the system is not in use. Dry gyros are much less susceptibleto damage
from temperatureextremes when not in operation than are _oated gyros, so
a less stringent thermal environment specificationis possible.
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6.7 Alternatives
If the navigationperformance of the dry gyro configurationsdescribed
in this chapter is four.dto be inadequate for the intended mission, the next
step up in inertial component performancewould be to switch Co the older
floated gyro technology. The costs associated with this change are 50% to
I00% increases in estimatedweight, some increase in operating power, and
possibly a requirementfor active temperature control of the gyros when the
system is net In operation. It should be noted, however, that unless some
i way to increase the accuracy of the initial alignment can be found, thereis little to be gained by increasing the performanceof the inertial
components.
6.8 Other Technologies
I Several new gyro technologiesare presently being studied and developed ,
by a number of investigators,laser gyros and atomic gyros are included In
this group. While these new technologiesappear to have some promise,none
of them are currently sufficientlymature to be baselined for the present
application, and it appears that they wlll not be mature for a least another
3 to 5 years.
6.9 Limitationson Mission Proflle
There are several practical limitations imposed on the mission profile
by the requirementsof the inertial instrumentationdescribed in this chapter.
Among these limitationsare:
l) in order to obtain the assumed accelerometerperformance, the peak
acceleration during th: mission should not exceed 10 to 15 G. i
2) If the strapdown system is to be used, the limitations in gyro torquer
capability _ill restrict the maximum angular rates of the vehicle to
200 to 400 degrees per second, and average rates over one second or
more to 100 degress per second.
3) If the s_:rapdownsystem is to be used, spin stabilizationof the !
vehicle should be avoided if possible, If spin stabilizationmust
be used, the strapdown design may not be applicable.
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24) If the gimballed system is to be used and high angular rates are
required, it would be preferred to have the outer gimbal axis parallel
to the axis of rotation.
5) _inal star sightings for alignment of the system should be provided
as close to entry interface as practically possible.
6.10 Recommendationfor Additional Study
There are two areas which it appears would benefit from further study
at this time
l) _tudy of methods of obtaining better initial alignment of the
navigation system.
2) Investigationof redundant hardware configurationsbased on the
specific proposed mission profile to identify configurationshaving
a high probability of mission success.
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7,0 RISKANALYSIS
A quantitativeanalysis of the reliability of various recovery methods
is possible in principle If a complete description of the critical systems is
available, togetherwith the failure modes of each component, the probability
thereof, and a statisticaldescription of the characteristicoutput of each
component, given that it has failed. In fact, such information is generally
not availablewith respect to similar equipment used for commercial purposes
(such as inertial measurement units), and in any case, the rate of failure is so
small that insufficientquantitative data are available to characterize the
failed outputs. This chapter will therefore not attempt a detailed quantita-
tive estimate of the reliability of various methods, but instead identify the
key system components necessary for successful performance,and the effect of
various failures on each of t_ese. Such effects depend not only on the nature
of the failure, but the flight regime of the vehicle at the point where the
failureoccurs. Possible outcomes of a given earth encounter sequence are taken to be:
a) Recovery of the sample module according to the cnnstraints and
protocol laid down for preservationof physical and biological
integrityof the container.
b) Sample recovery involving violatlun of such constraintsand protocol.
c) Loss of the sample module in the biosphere.
d) Loss of the sample module outside the biosphere.
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_ 7.1 Minimum Recovery System
As used in this paragraph, "minimum" implies that method of sample recovery
which provides maximum reliabilitywithin the constraint of minimum weight.
Based on the quantitativeresults of Chapter 5, it is concluded
that such a system is constitutedby an unguided direct entry vehicle, designed
to enter at near vertical flight path angles. Such a system can be designed
to be self orienting as aerodynamic forces become appreciable, and does not
depend on the correct operation of on-board guidance and control equipment
to attain nominal impact conditions. The absence of such equipment eliminates
the correspondingweight, power, and thermal protection requirements,as well
as associated failure modes. Since mechanical structure ages negligibly compared
to mechanical and electronic components, pre-flight stress testing can "prove"
the integrityof the entry module relative to the entry environment.
As will be discussed in the next paragraph, there remains an unavoidable
failuremode connected with improper deployment from the trans-earth bus, or
failure of the bus command andcontrol capability resulting in uncontrolled
entry. This mode is common to all recovery methods which target the sample
module to enter or Fass through the terrestrialatmosphere. In this respect
it is believed that the unguided entry vehicle is preferable to all othe_ as
it limits the period of exposure to system failures to activities prior to
deployment, rather than all the way through the aerodynamic phase.
7.2 Suggested Optimum Baseline
The analytical results prese_ted in Chapter 5 cannot eliminate any of the
recovery modes based on technical infeasibility. From verbal discussionswith
JSC and JPL personnel concerned with i_sues of physical and biological integrity,
it seems clear that the preferred method of recovery will be that which is
technically feasible and offers maximum protection against back-contamlnation
of the terrestrialenvironment. For reasons discussed previously, it is con-
cluded that the recovery method should not involve targeting the bus or sample
module to enter or pass through the atmosphere. It is believed that further
study will show that an earth orbita_ capture technique,using retropropulsion,
can be designed such that there is no measurable probabilityof encounter
with the biosphere fur any failuremode, including uncontrolled burn of the
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retro rocket to depletion. Failure to perform the maneuver _ominally will
result in no capture, or capture into an off-nominal stable, high energy orbit.
System requirementsto support this method are minimal in extent and performance:b
l) Attitude determinationcan be by star tracker technology currently
in use for similar missions,
2) Attitude control can be effected by cold gas thrusters or spin
stabilization,both demonstratedtechniques;
3) Retro - propulsioncan be accomplished by a simple solid rocket
motor, which burns to depleCion after ignition;
4) Post-burn insertion orbit can be controlled by controlling approach
conditions and ignition time.
Operationaladvantages include the permissibilityof performing the
orbital insertion maneuver even when the system status is suspect or biological
integrity is known to be compromised; alleviationof severe orbit determi:lation
and trajectory control requirements;and the possibility of delayed recovery
or on-orbit investigationof the sample module and its contents. Transfer
of the sample to a terrestrial laboratorycan be accomplished by remote
recovery to Shuttle operational attitudes,whereupon the sample module can
be placed in a Shuttle-bornisolation cannister, guaranteed to withstand any
catastrophicoutcome of a Shuttle entry. PrOblems associatedwith this
sequence will be discussed in the next chapter.
?
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8,0 ORBITAL RECOVERY OPERATIONS
Thi_ chapter discusses the operational requirementsto effect recovery
of a sample module to a Shuttle payload environemnt. The most reliable flight
vehicles availabletodayare commercial passenger aircraft. These incorporate
redundantmechanical and avionics components, and are designed to withstand
stresses well above those to be encountered in normal conditions. As an aero-
dynamic vehicle, the Space Shuttle is subject to the same flight hazards as
any manned aircraft, and to the additional hazard that it is a statically
unstable vehicle through most oi its flight regime, and unlike current airliners
cannot be cont-olledwithout continuous computer assistance. As it is an
unpowered vehicle, its navigationalaids are flight critical except in the
immediate vicinity o_ its landing field, under VFR conditions. The point
of these observations is not to disparag( Shuttle reliability,rut to &_gue that
this vehicleis not obviously more reliable than a commercial cargo aircraft.
It there')re seems likely that special provisions for housing and protecting
the sample module as a "hazardous cargo" ,,illbe required, just as they are
with such materials in the case of domestic carriers
i B.1 Direct Recovery
In the case where the earth orbit injection module has further maneuvering
capability, it may be possible to lower the apogee to within range of the
Space Shuttle. This is currently expected to be in the vicinity of
(RA + Rp)/2 _ 225 n.m. without additional OAMS fuel in the payload bay, or
about 300 n.m. with. In order to reach these altitutdes, the ground track of
the bus must pass almost due east through KSC. The Shuttle currently provides
rendezvous radar tracking on non-cooperatingvehicles out to about 30 n.m.,
and to about 400 n.m. with a transponder. Although the transponderdesign is
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available, there is currently no plan to develop one, and its provision
is therefore a responsibilityof the user. Use of the skin-trackingmode only
is undoubtedlyfeasible with the Shuttle on-orbit navigation capability expected
i
to be available at that time, provided that the target can be accurately located
by ground tracking. The remaining question involves actual acquisitionof the
sample bus and placement in the payload cannister. This cannot be done with
existing technology unless the bus is attitude stabilized and not spinning.
The problemsof achieving such stability or devising mechanisms for recovery
I of a non-cooperatingbus, need further study.
8.2 Remote Recovery
At the present time, the best forseeable candidate for a remote recovery
system is the space tug, not yet under development. If this is not
available, a modified interin Upper Stage is the alternative.
I The Space Shuttle provides capability to perform rendezvous guidance and
navigation, braking and station-keeping,as well as the payload manipulator
system. All of these functions need to be incorporated in any remote recovery
system, and the current plans for the tug or the IUS do not support this level
of capability. It is the opinion of theauthorsthat systems for performing
remote retrievalwill become available within the next ten years as an expan-
sion of the overall capability of the space transportation system. If the
remote retrieval option is decided upon, an immediate analysis of the per-
formance requirements for the MSR mission should be undertaken, the results
of which should be used to lend impetus and direction to the development
of remote earth orbital operational capability. Bearing in mind that the
cost: of development can be spread over a _umber of customers, and the fact
! that remote retrieval is required in the case where a system failure eliminate
the direct recovery option, this would seem to be the method of choice.
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9,0 OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE STUDIES
The most open issue associated with MSR earth recovery strategies is,
and will continue to be, the level of reliability _gainst back contamination
which is necessary to gain acceptance of the mission objective. This report
has argued that on the basis of system simplicity, performance requirements
and weight, a direct entry, high flight path angle vehicle is the method
of choice for a minimum system. This report has not addressed the question
of structural, and hence weight, requirementsfor a vehicle which must pass
through a 300 peak g profile, and impact at a speed of greater than 20 fps.
Furthermore,the question of whether the earth encounter and deployment phase
can be designed so as to offer an acceptable probabilityof uncontrolled
entry remains unresolved. It is therefore recommended that the following
two areas must be further evaluated for the minimum MSR:
a) Estimate of the weight of structure and thermal protection system
for a high angle entry vehicle; and
b) Preliminarydesign of the earth encounter trajectory and deployment
mechanism to minimize exposure to pre-deploymentsystems failures.
1_ithrespect to the recommendedoptimum baseline, the two most pressing
issues are the conjecture that a guaranteed safe encounter/retrofiresequence
can be constructed, and that suitable mechanisms will exist to recover a
sample module above Shuttle operational altitudes. These areas can be further
elucidated by
(i) A preliminarytrajectory analysis of the approach path and retro
sequence,to show no on-board failure can result in encounter with
the earth atmosphere; and
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(ii) A survey of potential needs for, and users of, remote operation._
and equipment for earth orbital applications. This survey should be
oriented toward identifying common functional and performance
requirements,and should result in a government/industrydevelopment
effort.
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Assuming that the vehicle possesses a stable configurationat zero roll,
then all operating forces (i.e., drag, lift, gravity, centrifugal) are
contained in the plane defined by the vehicle's velocity and position-relative-
to-earth-centervectors. The motion of the vei_iclerelative to a spherical
e_:rthis described by If]
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dt 2 pv CDA/m - g sin,{
(A-l)
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v = earth relative velocity
= atmospheric density
,{ : flight path angle between velocity and local horizontal
h = altitude above the earth
r = earth radius
e
r = vehicle radius = re + h
CD = vehicle drag coefficient
A = vehicle reference area
m = vehicle mass
CDA/_n = B = ballistic coefficient
CL : vehicle lift coefficiept
l v2
_o B = D = drag acceleration
l v2
p CLA/m = L = llft acceleration
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J,i
LID = liftto dragratio
R = range= distancetravelledoverearth surface
Giventhe vehiclecapabilities,as expressedin the ballisticcoefficient
B and the lift-to-dragratiol/O, for example,the characteristicsof the
atmosphericenvironment,as expressedin a functionalrelatlo_shlpof
atmosphericdensityp to altitudeh, and appropriateinitialconditionsfor
v, y, h, theseequationscan be integratedin timeto definethe vehicle
stateat any desiredinstant.
The structuralloadingon the vehiclecan be readilycomputedas the
sum of the operatingliftand dragforces. Itsmagnitudeis simply
F = mDV1 + (LID) 2 (A-2)
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Except for extremely high velocities, the convective heat transfer ts the
dominant effect.
The total heat flow over the path ts then obtained by integrating the
heat rates tn time and sumtng their contributions.
A.2 Znttial Conditions
i Xntegration of Equations (A-l) requires specification of tntttal condi-
tions for the vehicle's earth relattve veloctty v, fltght path angle y, and
altttude h.
The altttude at which aerodynamic flight ts initiated ts deftned to be
i that of the outer edge of the earth's sensible atmosphere. This boundary
: is selected to be at an altttude above the earth's surface of 121.92 kmi
i _ (400,000 ft), at which point the atmospheric density ts of the order of,i 1.87 x 10"8 kgs/m3.
For the Mars return hyperbolic orbits, the vehtcle veloctty,(relattve
to a non-rotating earth),fs given, in terms of the orbit hyperbolic excess
veloctty v®, by
v i = [2p/r + v®2]1/2 (A-4)
where
u = 3.986012 x 1014 m3/sec2 = earth gravitational consta,_
The corresponding flight path angle Yt is most eastly expressed tn term of
the aim radius, r a of the orbit relative to the target planet
! 2 r2/v=2 ra2 ) 'itan Yt = _ (vi - 1 (A-S) ;i
The geometry is illustrated in Figure A-1. The atm radius, which ts i
equal to the semi-minor axis of the approach hyperbola, is given tn terms of
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i ra = rp _l + 2p/rp v 2 (A-6)
Equations (A-l) involve, however, atmospheric airmass relative velocity
and associated flight path angle, rather than inertial quantities. As
v_- Zi " n_xr_ (A-7)
where Q is the earth's angular velocity, the parameter sets are related by
m






The posstble combinations of entry latitude and azte_th, hoover, are
constrained by the relation
stn_ t - -cos i/cos L (A-g)
where ] is the angle of inclination of the orbit to the e_rth's equatorial
plane. Noting, furthermore, that, for hyperbolic orbits, vt >> mr, then,
for all but the steepest values of Yt' t
v " vl(l+ (_rlVl)COSYlcosI) (A-IO)
The inclinationof the orbit is limitedfrombelowby the declination
of the hyperbolicasymptote,so thatthe specificationof a valueof cosI,
A-6
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and thereforev, is not completelyfree.
SampleMarsreturnorbits,as describedby v_,o are given in Table A-I.
Table A-l: MSRSample Orbits
voo(km/sec) X(deg) " 6(deg)
1 3.07 200.02 27.13
2 3.24 232.58 -52.45
3 2.82 314.52 -43.44
where_ is the rightascensionand 6 thedeclination.The corresponding
atmosphericencountervelocitiezare computedfromEquation(A-4)and
Equation(A-lO),and given in Table A-2.
Table A-2: MSR AtmosphericEncounterVelocities
vi (kms/sec) Vmax(kms/sec)* Vmin(kms/sec)*
I 11.49216 11.7012 1I.27927
2 ll •53876 11.6823 11.39341
3 11.42793 11.5987 11. 25453
Note: for Yt = 0
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A.3 Approximate Analytical Solutions
A numberof approximateanalyticalsolutionsfor the abnosphericentry
dynamicshavebeenformulatedby variousinvestigators,and have beentreated
in unifiedfashionby Loh [3 ]. First,the relationshipbetweenatmospheric
densityand altitudeis writtenas an exponential
-h/h s






= _(P/hs) dhdt _ (A-12) i
!
and manipulatingEquations(A-l),the followingpairof equationsis (
obtained.
= 1 L CDA_ cos_ v_ hs(5)(m)ns + (l - )T'_P P
(A-13)
d(vZ/gr) 2hs CDA (vZ/gr)hsdp " r_ " (T) sin
It is thenfoundthat '
i
A-8 .1
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The term cosy (I gr/v2)hs/rP is relatively insensitive toi)
variations in y and p along the path.
ii) 2/rp << (CDA/m)(v2/gr_in Y i
Equations (3-13) can then be approximatelysolved to yield
cos y - cos Yo = N(p'Po)
_n[v2/Vo2] = (CDA/m)ns(Y- Yo)/N (A-14)
N = _(L/D)(CDA/m)hs + cosy (l - gr/v2)hs/rp
where Po' Vo' Yo are initial conditions. These equations can then be solved
to yield two of the variables (e.g., v, y) as a function of the third.
Furthermore, the above equations can be utilized to obtain the max
deceleration and max heating rates for the trajectory. The max deceleration
point occurs when
= (pv2)= o (A-IS)
Utilizing Equations (A-13), the maximum deceleration occurs approximately
when
(CDAlm)hs/P= sin y (A-16)
This additional relation allows complete solution of Equations (A-14)
for p, v, 6 at the max decelerationpoint, and by back substitution,the
correspondingmax deceleration value.
Similarly, the max convective heat rate is obtained when
dQc
~ _d(pl/2 v3.15) -_d (__..)~ (Iv-- 0_' -- _-17)dv
k
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A similar procedure as above allows determinationof the max heating
rate, and the values of the trajectory parameters when it occurs.
A.3.1 Explicit Approximate Solutions - Direct Entry. Further simplifica-
tions,reflecting constraintson the character of the entry path, allow an
explicit analytical solution to be obtained. Two examples are provided
below:
A. Gliding Entry at Small Flight Path Angles
Assuming cosy ==cosyo • 1, Equations (A-14) can be simplified to
v2/gre = I/[l + (re/2)(L/_)(CDA/m)p]
(A-18)b
siny = (2hs/re)/(L/D)(v2/gre)
The range, or distance travelled along the path, which,for small





The vehicle deceleration is given approximatelyby
d_.v
= -D - -g(l - v2/gre)/(L/D) (A-20)dt
For this trajectory,no peak deceleration is encountered; rather,
the decelerationasymptoticallyapproaches the value
dv
-(_) = g/(L/D) (A-21)max
A-10
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The peak convective heat rate is given by
_ dQc. 2/E ,J
(_-) = _ K _glR N B(LID)(gre) (A-22)
, max 3/3-
b. BallisticEntryat Medianand LargeFlightPathAngles
In thiscase,the entrypath is approxlmatelylinear,with
COSy = COSYo
-(CDAIm)_)s(p-po)/Siny (A-23)
v2 = Vo2 e
The max decelerationis approximatelygivenby
"I.o
dv
(_) = -(1/2ehs)Vo 2 siny o (A-24)
max
and the max convectiveheatingrateby
dQc 3 (A-25)(-_-) = k V sinYo/3e B hs RN vomax
A.3.2 ExplicitApproximateSolutions- AtmosphericBrakinq. For relatively
smallvariationsin y and p throughoutthe path,the parameterN in
Equations(A-14)can be assumedto be approximatelyconstant. A goodrepre-
sentativevalueis statedby Loh to be thatwhich obtainsat the minimum
pathaltitude(i.e.,y = 0).
!
cosy = 1 + Nm(P- pm)
_-26 )
2 "(CDA/m)hsY/Nm
v2 = vm e
A-f1
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where the m subscript indicates va]ues at the minimum path altitude. In
these equations_ negative flight path angles pertain to the path prior to
the y = D point, with positive values thereafter.
Furthermore,from this representationof the path, the atmospheric exit
conditionscan be derived as
cosYE = 1 - Nm om--> YE = "Yo
(A-27_
2 (CDA/m)hsYo/Nm Vm2/VoVE2 = vm e => vE =
i A-12
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